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Railway towns, in their essence, are a specific evolution of the system of company towns, which disseminated during the 19th and 20th centuries. These company towns were characterised by communities of workers employed by the same company or group of companies, which owned the houses and infrastructures and exerted some sort of control over the town's economic and social living. The model of a garden-city, under which most of the examples studied were developed, was the most common, although not the only one. Despite the relevance of these processes, there are no papers that analyse them in a global perspective and in the long run, but only studies that focus on particular cases with barely any contextualisation. Lest we forget that railway towns grew in tandem with the rail networks all over the world, from the most industrialised and populated areas to the new regions targeted for colonisation. In order to overcome this set of isolated reports of individual railway towns, in this paper, I group the most significant references and studies about railway towns created by different companies in different countries to propose a broader interpretation of the overall phenomenon. Amidst the features intended to be analysed, I highlight the origin and nature of these towns, their forms and urban structures, the most notable case studies, and their future as industrial heritage (questioning the reasons for the current status of the towns, some devoid of their railway functions, others with a lesser presence of the railway, and others almost depopulated).
Railway Towns: a Long-term Global Perspective

Introduction
Railway towns disseminated during the 19 th and 20 th centuries and essentially are a logical evolutionary outcome of the system of company towns. 2 Such company towns typically had communities that were principally employees and their families of a single company or group of companies. These firms owned the infrastructures and houses of the town and to some extent controlled a great part of the economic and social lives of the communities through schools, markets, hospitals, theatres or churches. 3 The origins of these company towns can be found in the first stages of the Industrial Revolution, at the end of the eighteenth century. In these agglomerations, the housing areas for the workers and their families were located near the factories, which offered a number of advantages for the employer, who could more easily control his workers in the surroundings of the production centres. On the other hand, the employees, besides labour stability, benefited from the use of houses that improved greatly the usual standard of living of the time. 4 The first modern company towns were usually located in rural areas, away from the urban agglomerations, which were particularly unhealthy. This choice of location also met the need to be closer to the sources of raw materials (minerals) or the energy sources (for the textile industry, for instance). However, the entrepreneur could also have the objective of protecting his labourers from devious ideological and moral influences, by offering in return better living conditions. 5 There is an indisputable utopian foundation in the planning idealisation and 2 For a recent and general overview of company towns, railway towns, and others, see Gracia DorelFerré, ed., Villages ouvriers et villes-usines à travers le monde (Chambery: Université de Savoie Mont Blanc, 2016) . 3 Margaret Crawford, Building the workingman's paradise. The design of American company towns (New York: Verso, 1995) . 4 John Rule, The Labouring Classes in Early Industrial England, 1750 -1850 (London: Longman, 1986 ), 99-101. 5 José Sierra Álvarez, El obrero soñado. Ensayo sobre el paternalismo industrial (Asturias, 1860 (Asturias, -1917 (Madrid: Siglo XXI Editores, 1990). construction of many of these company towns, 6 although seldom can one find previous and detailed plans for their settings. On the contrary, the construction of these towns was done step-by-step, adapting itself to the circumstances in the search of that model worker -token of the so-called industrial paternalism -always available to work, loyal to the company, depoliticised, and stranger to the typical nomadism of the rural cycle, who, along with his family, owned a stable job with a respectable home.
7
Europe and the United States of America were the main stages for the development of company towns: mining, timbering, steel production, weapon manufacturing towns, etc., besides, of course, railway towns.
8 Since those earliest cases and with the expansion of industrialisation and internationalisation of the economy, the company town arrived and spread to other continents. Later on, the 19 th -century-model associated with the first stages of industrialisation and with that culture of industrial paternalism ended in the first years of the 20 th century, and it was replaced by a new model, more
professional, that sought to increase the productivity of the manufacturing process of the company.
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Railway companies naturally incorporated these strategies, as they were most suitable for railway operation. In these cases, the remoteness (which does not mean isolation)
was an inherent feature to the railway itself. Throughout the lines that extended for hundreds of miles, different sets of interlocks, maintenance workshops, and other structures essential to the operation led to the grouping of workers and their families in those sites. Moreover, in many cases these constructions were set in open, unoccupied 6 In this sense, it is interesting to bear in mind the case of New Lanark, Scotland, and the figure of Robert Owen, promoter of this project, initiated by his father-in-law in 1785, and which Owen endowed between 1800 and 1825 with a progressive management for the development of a model community, where the rights of the workers of the company textile factories were respected. It has been studied as an example of utopian socialism. Logically, the railway towns created during the 19 th century were very similar to any other company town, but they reinforced the idea of the strategic location of the means of production, in the case at hand, the large workshops of production and maintenance of rolling stock. The most relevant railway towns were configured around these structures and also surrounding some railway junctions that fostered the settlement of regions that were up until then unoccupied or populated in a scattered fashion. In the 20 th century, railway towns created a different model, more professional, linked with new logistics associated with the operation (such as screening stations), and addressing the generalisation of the workers' right to housing.
The end of this evolution, both to company towns in general and to railway towns in particular, arrived at the turn of the millennium, when the mobility of its inhabitants was no longer dependent on the railway and when the railway had also changed its spatial disposition with the centralisation of services and the introduction of new information technologies. In the case of the railway, there are two arguments that explain this transformation more clearly. On the one hand, the substitution of steam traction by electric or diesel traction, as the case might be, which led to a reorganisation of the operation, eliminating the intermediate service stations, reducing the number of workshops by increasing both the range of traction of diesel and the electric locomotives, and, finally, reducing the maintenance thereof; on the other hand, the introduction of notable improvements in the management of data and its operations through both the automation of signals and the control of traffic, also with a reduction of effects at former strategic points that no longer existed.
The time frame of my analysis encompasses the 19 th and the 20 th centuries, the period of development of railway towns. In these two centuries I will study a wide number of cases from the pre-existent bibliography and I will analyse the differences and similarities between them. This paper has, therefore, a vocation of literature review. It is hence obvious that this paper does not intend to be by any means extensive; its goal is to foster a debate about railway towns that incorporates international backgrounds as an explanatory element for their origin and development and that helps to interpret Railway Towns their heritage in the global context, in which they were created. Moreover, as noted in the preceding paragraph, the role of technological change is essential in the course of these railway towns, resulting from the arrival of steam traction and being made progressively obsolete by automation and by the application of new technologies.
This paper is divided in four fundamental parts: in the following section, I will study the origin and nature of railway towns, in order to establish a definition and methodological approach; afterwards, I will analyse their formal characteristics and their relationships with the identity of the companies that created them; in the third chapter I will observe some representative cases of different countries that contribute to understand the global character of the process; finally, I will use the heritage legacy of these towns and their current status.
On the origins and nature of railway towns
Few are the cities or towns than can determine with precision the exact moment when they came to be. 10 Their antiquity and the absence of sources prevent us from knowing that precise date, which on occasion is left to legend and stories. In the case of railway towns, we often know that information and almost always we have documents and laws that regulated their origins or the arrival of their first inhabitants.
The origins of railway towns met an operational and logistical need of the railway system. The impossibility to manage from one central point the operation of the lines that extended, in some cases, through hundreds of miles forced the location of structures of maintenance, supply, or distribution at strategic points. Central workshops, the headquarters of the company, and other general services were usually located in the main station of the lines, in large cities or national capitals. However, the remainder of the services were in many cases placed in areas where there was absolutely nothing apparently related. DOI 10.2478 DOI 10. /host-2018 This process was slow and inconstant, as, for different reasons, the companies changed the location of some workshops or sheds, something that implicated the ostracism of some places and the development of others.
11 The availability of terrain, the access to water, the appearance of new railway junctions due to the construction of new lines, or the frequent merger of companies were some of the motives behind the change of plans initially laid out for long-standing and most important railway towns.
The provisional character of many railway installations was also a feature of this initial stage. However, as the circulation of trains increased, the buildings and services were extended to keep up with the development of the operation. Next to the original edifices for travellers that hosted the circulation of passengers and goods, new and wider constructions appeared as well as larger warehouses. To tend to them, new workers were also hired. Among these men we may count engineers, conductors, firemen, and other train agents who grew in number as the quantity of daily trains increased. The maintenance and repair of the rolling stock (locomotives, passenger cars, goods wagons) also required a growing number of labourers and engineers. Furthermore, the increase of trains in circulation augmented the need to maintain the track, bridges, tunnels and viaducts in proper shape, which demanded that gangs of workers wandered the roads to guarantee the security and necessary repairs of the infrastructure. To manage the growth of all of these operational activities the companies established complex administrations that organised the schedule of the movement of trains, the purchase of supplies for operation, the collection of fares, and the payment of the wages of the workforce, amidst many other menial tasks. Henceforth, a new company spread out through hundreds of miles from the official headquarters was created within the original company.
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At this point, it is important to remember, as noted in the introduction, that we are referring to towns created by direct intervention of railway companies, either public Still within the concept of railway towns, we may find a number of different cases, characterised by the dimensions of the settlement and the existing installations. In Spain, a system of classification was proposed from a general survey of all cases located on national soil.
13
The authors established three types of railway towns: settlements, villages and neighbourhoods. In the first two categories, there is a clear spatial segregation, but the settlement achieves a greater level of development with all the array of services and an urban network that configures a city in the bud; on the other hand, in a village the number of inhabitants is lower and it only has certain services; finally, the neighbourhood, albeit it may have had some spatial segregation -lest we forget that railway stations were usually built on the outskirts of some cities -, it also portrayed a tighter relationship with the municipality, with which, after some time, it would unite, without a solution of continuity.
The Spanish case may fairly be applied to the development of railway towns worldwide.
After all, railway companies were one of the first cases of economic globalisation and they introduced a managerial revolution that is in the inception of the modern DOI 10.2478/host-2018-0006 company as we define it today. 14 The companies tried to anticipate the development of their installations and the available space for services and housing for workers and their families. However, we can easily note evident differences between those towns that came to be with the first railway impulses -more provisional and less stable -and those that were created, for instance, in the beginning of the 20 th century, when the railway systems had reached their maturity -that set a complete drawing of every single installation of the new railway town.
In the first category, we find many examples of towns distant from historical centres, where important services like workshops of production and maintenance, for example, were created, 15 and where a paternalist relationship was often established between companies and navvies, 16 and with all those who lived in these towns in absolute dependency on the railway. welfare that would also be shared by the Western economies in a number of years. 18 In the railway sector, many architects proposed several modern projects that applied the triumphant models of the garden-city to the railway boroughs that grew in the city limits next to the railway stations. 19 Additionally, within the limits more or less industrialised of old Europe there is no clear uniformity. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the cities that grew with industrialisation from those that flourished under the dynamics of a certain interior economic colonisation. later cases, the creation of a substantial part of these settlements. 22 Secondly, during the interwar period, when the presentation of large projects with the participation of renowned engineers and architects becomes common. Also in this period, an improvement of the living conditions of the railway staff, who build modern boroughs and garden-cities, becomes palpable.
23
Main models of railway towns
The models of the buildings and other structures in railway towns were not much different from those of company towns. However, the wider space available and the isolation from the more populated areas of the cities led, as a rule, to a situation where railway settlements and neighbourhoods were wider, were built with better materials, and were supplied with running water and electrical lighting, details that, at the time, were unique to these agglomerations.
British railway towns of the first railway impulse deployed the model that was used by other towns in other countries in the following years: a one-family house with a backyard, framed in an orthogonal grid characteristic of a new city or of the extensions of an older city. Notwithstanding, this model also reflected the hierarchy between 22 According to Drummond, the first railway settlements in Britain, henceforth in the world, were in Shildon (1826), Wolverton (1838), Crewe (1842) and Swindon (1843). See Drummond, "Acción sindical colectiva." Much more recent is the case of Entroncamento (1860) These railways towns can be framed within Owen's original garden-city model, which triumphs amidst the construction of company and railway towns, resumes to Owenian utopia but it also reinforces family privacy as a means to protect the individual, the worker from promiscuity and disorder in the city and its common areas. 25 Although it is an evolutionary process, the garden-city is going to have its maximum expansion in the second half of the 20 th century, associated with an improvement in social and hygienic facilities, driven by the reconstructions derived from the destruction of the Second World War and by the impulses to provide housing for the working classes.
26
We must also stress that this model was not unique, as it was an evolution since the factory-fortress or housing-barracks, typical of urban contexts with narrow spaces, to the factory-monastery or colony, where the employer tried to shield the labourer from negative influences to his work, and finally to the city-factory or paternalist settlement, where the garden-cities thrived.
27
They were, in all cases, more or less closed spaces, where it was easier to exercise discipline and control over the workers, although the simple organisation of space, its distribution and the place or time each individual must occupy, were already enough control elements.
28
The housing-barracks were more common in mining and steel-producing areas, rather than in the railway context. 29 Therefore, they only appear in very few cases during the first years of construction of railway towns or railway boroughs or when the scarcity of 24 Sica, "Las ciudades especializadas," 912-914. 25 However, the garden-city was not an innocent space that sought only to protect the privacy of the workforce. This privacy was fairly guaranteed indoors, but the settlement itself in its own isolation controlled its dwellers. There appeared a number of architectonic elements that exercised that watchful job, like closed quarters 32 or setting the buildings of those in charge of the settlement on higher ground, 33 nonetheless, the most effective supervision was done by the inhabitants themselves, albeit unconsciously.
34
Even so, the new urban settlements were not always deployed according to a spatial reasoning, as there was always from the part of the companies -usually privately owned -an interest in monopolising the management of traffic and interchanges. Hence, in some cases, the companies sought rural locations away from the traditional urban centres, which acted as crossroads of distribution for roads and canals. In those spaces it was easier for the companies to establish the tracks and new junction points and erect 30 Cuéllar, Jiménez, and Polo, Historia de los poblados, 133. 31 Ibid, 126. 32 In the Spanish case, a wall, 2 meters in height surrounded almost all of the railway towns. That wall controlled those who entered the settlement, but for the occupants it acted as a safekeeper. See Ibid, 89-91. 33 The house of the engineer, key element of surveillance, was a distinctive characteristic of Paranapiacaba (Brazil). See Cruz, Paranapiacaba. 34 See Williams, Life in a for the case of Swindon and Drummond, Crewe: Railway Town for the example of Crewe. In Spain, after the Civil War and the implantation of Franco's dictatorship, several reports describe the use of railway towns as places for punishment, where those suspected of plotting against the regime could be easily controlled. Cuéllar, Jiménez, and Polo, Historia de los poblados, 200-201. new installations.
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The constructions of the 1920s set new models, at least in Europe. Living quarters were no longer the 19 th -century pavilions and became houses that grew in height.
Additionally, they were installed in fully urbanised neighbourhoods even though they kept the format of garden-cities. 36 The most developed railway towns had a rather large economic, social and cultural autonomy, something that was reflected in some of the existing services there: the cooperative shops, the schools, the medical facilities, the church, and the theatre.
Lastly, it is important to remember the change that occurred in the construction and ownership of the railwaymen houses when cooperativism arose. This was the moment and the mechanism that led to the breaking up of the connection between company and workforce.
This became clear in the Italian Villa Sabucchi in the beginning of the 1930s. 37 In Spain, despite some early attempts, the consolidation of the cooperative model was a tad tardier. The public railway company RENFE (created during Franco's dictatorial regime) helped the process by forfeiting portions of land, albeit not always willingly; the State also aided the process with administrative rules and regulations, which permitted the constitution of cooperatives of railway workers, in which the Catholic unique situation of historical evolution of a railway town. 43 This case (and those in Spain) follows suit with other studies that highlight the role of railway companies in the development of railway towns, although the State was the key player in these processes.
In France, two of the major private companies that operated in the system until nationalisation in 1938 (Nord and Paris-Lyon-Mediterranean) developed their own plans of construction of cités des cheminots (literally, railwaymen towns), even though it was a tardier process, which flourished in the years after the end of World War I. Both processes had as common elements the development of urban projects associated with the model of the garden-cities, but low in height and in isolated areas in the towns of the Nord, and in tall housing blocks in heavy populated boroughs of large cities, such as Lyon in the case of Paris-Lyon-Mediterranean, where the navvies formed the majority of the population. 44 The amount of work in the network of the Nord was indeed important, with a grand total of 102 towns (cités) that harboured more than 6500 railway families. 45 The 
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On the American continent, the development of new railway towns is connected with the expansion and the conquest of new lands in the west. Just like in the Argentinian case, the government used the extension of the railway network as a tool of territorial 43 Cruz, Paranapiacaba. Additionally, this work provides a detailed cartographic analysis of this place and of the architectural complex, as well as a study of the urban interventions. The relevance given to its architectural heritage contrasts with the lack of information about economic and social evolution of the area. 44 Chevandier, "Les cités PLM." 45 Hardy-Hémery, "Les cités-jardins." 46 Baudouï, "La cité-jardin de Tergnier."
control. Within this context, the planning and construction of some railway towns on the tracks of the Argentinian Northwest, all of them erected from scratch, using an orthogonal grid and with the station as the central area in the urban setting, were model examples, albeit the final result seldom corresponded to the original projects.
Moreover, in these cases, their architectural and urban details are far better known than the history of their social development.
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In the United States of America, this colonisation process fostered by the railway was also frequent. In the North American context, the spatial scale was much bigger than in Europe and the data is overwhelming. In the case of the expansion of the railway and other industrial activities in the northwestern states (Idaho, Oregon, and Washington), we find some interesting examples of railway towns built by the private companies that operated in those regions. Northern Pacific built Roslyn from 1886 onwards, as a centre for storage and distribution of coal and fuel-oil for its locomotives. Despite the lack of a thorough investigation, the city of Entroncamento in Portugal is one of the clearest cases of towns that totally identifies with the railway. Atbara, Sudan's railway town, 1906 -1984 (Portsmouth: Heinemann, 2002 It also entertained the creation of a living block -named Pauling -where the highestranking railway worker and some native labourers lived.
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By way of synthesis, we have studied that there are, at least, four lines of work in regard to case studies. On the one hand, some analyses focused mainly on a national perspective;
on the other hand, others have focused on company monographs, according to the strategies of these business groups; next, there are numerous isolated cases, in which the local history or urban study prevails, within commercial contexts; and finally, others have investigated particular cases. 56 In conclusion, different cases and methodologies, but that offer parallels of origin, forms and chronology, as we have seen in the previous sections, allow them to be included within the same process.
Memory and heritage
The complexity of the study of railway towns presented thus far increases if we chose to debate its interpretation and valorisation. The basic principles that rule over the activity of museums (research, preservation, and divulgation) are an excellent guide to build an elementary set of rules for the understanding of the processes of creation, development, and decay of railway towns. For this task it is important not to skip any step, because frequently one finds cases of divulgation of heritage without the previous stages of research and preservation, which prevents a proper elucidation of the analysed elements.
The research about railway towns presents for the cases of Spain, England, or São 55 Neto, In Town and Out Town. 56 In addition, there are some important cases of railway towns, such as, Bereket (Turkmenistan), Changchun, Harbin, or Mukden (China), Novosibirsk (Russia), Peterborough (Australia), that will not be included in this paper. Railway Towns Paulo a broad overview that allow us to pass from the detail to a broader picture and back to detail again. It also provides an analytical tool that allows comparison and a measure of the significance of either case. In the aforementioned examples, we dispose of studies at a national scale that form a global perspective. In the French historiographical scenario, we do not possess that national overall perspective, but we do have an analysis focused on the role of the company -private, public, it's irrelevant -the usual management unit of a railway business and therefore the entity that oversaw the creation and development of the railway towns. Research on the United States of America and Argentina also exhibit the role of companies; however, isolated case studies, with barely any context, abound. In these studies, the enthusiasm for railways predominates over historical accuracy also, but its potential as a source for original documents is enormous.
Preservation offers contradictory results. On the one hand, a good part of the railway towns kept evolving and forgot about their past. Due to a profound urban transformation and new administrative activities, they did not keep almost any of the footprints of that past. On the other hand, many of these towns depopulated and disappeared, partially or totally, because the railway operation was shut down; today they are completely abandoned. Finally, a small percentage of these sites kept its railway memories, something that in the majority of cases is due to a sufficient backup from researchers and historians.
Diffusion is an important nuisance. The aforementioned works only present methodologies that inform about diffusion projects that occurred after the stages of research and preservation. They focus mainly on the global question of railway towns.
There is an additional problem to be overcome in the dispersion and variety of heritage kept in these sites, where, as we saw, there is no uniformity. DOI 10.2478/host-2018-0006
Conclusions
Railway towns in their different formats must be understood as a part of the internationalisation of the economy and railway business that developed from the second half of the 19 th century onwards. Railway towns were part of the management system of the operating companies and, to be correctly interpreted, they cannot be disconnected from that organisation.
During the 19 th century, the inception and nature of these towns was associated with the need to establish strategic points for the management of some services, especially intensive in labour, like manufacturing and maintenance workshops for railway material, which ended up concentrating workers and their families in previously rural spaces where settlements strongly influenced by the paternalist model were implanted.
Later, already in the 20 th century, with the professionalisation of railway operations, housing for workers became part of living blocks, which contributed more to improve labour productivity rather than to control the work force.
These mechanisms have an intimate relationship with models used by companies, usually devoted to the model of the garden-city, very popular back in those days, which guaranteed a family independence and contributed to foster the loyalty of the workers to the company, through better living blocks. Henceforth, new strategies connected with the importance of the workers to the firms arose throughout the internal job markets.
The case studies are many and varied, something that offers us, within a broad framework, the different circumstances and transformations that occurred throughout the years. Each railway town had an individual trajectory, which renders each one unique. Nevertheless, every one of those circumstances and transformations is perfectly identifiable within the general model of railway towns. This led to the configuration of a heritage scarcely homogeneous with different forms to be valorised to such a point that there is a scarce relation between the different projects regarding their preservation and those that try to promote the valorisation of these sites.
Future work has the double objective of identifying and classifying cases not contemplated here, which will corroborate or correct the current approach in order to have an increasingly important and representative corpus of the historical creation process, outlining the development and end of railway towns in the contemporary world.
